Abstract-Despite its simplicity (two controllers and otherwise LQG), Witsenhausen's counterexample is one of the long-standing open problems in stochastic distributed control. Recently, it was proved that an asymptotic vector "relaxation" can be solved to within a constant factor of the optimal cost. A parallel result is shown here for the original scalar problem. Between linear strategies and explicit-signalling-based nonlinear strategies, the optimal performance can be obtained to within a constant factor that is uniformly bounded regardless of the problem parameters. The key contribution is a new lower bound that is much tighter than Witsenhausen's bound for some parameter values.
I. INTRODUCTION
A special 40 th anniversary session for the the Witsenhausen counterexample [1] was organized at the last CDC, so the papers there [2] - [7] give a good overview. The present paper builds on the line of investigation opened up in [6] , [8] , [9] , and for space reasons, the reader is directed to [9] , [10] for the full scholarly context [11] - [18] . Whereas in [9] a constant-factor-approximate optimal [19] - [21] result was obtained using information-theoretic tools for an asymptotically infinite-dimensional variant of the Witsenhausen counterexample, here the original scalar counterexample is attacked from first-principles 1 . The problem will be formally defined in the next section, but it is useful here to examine an illustrative particular path through the parameter-space of Witsenhausen problems ( Figure 1 ). Witsenhausen's lower bound from [1] is too optimistic when the initial state-variance σ 2 0 is large. This is because Witsenhausen effectively reveals the absolute value of the initial state to the second controller. This is too much information. Meanwhile, the bound from [9] is also too optimistic, but for a different reason -it assumes that the second stage cost can be zero using only a finite first-stage cost. As discussed in [9] , this is coming from its informationtheoretic assumption that noise always behaves typically.
As can be seen in Figure 1 , the new bound does not suffer from either limitation. Its ratio with the cost of the nonlinear control strategy from [8] always stays bounded. The new bound is also based on a genie-aided argument, but instead of revealing the absolute-value of the initial state, the genie reveals a pair consisting of the initial state both with and without a constant displacement that depends on the average first-stage cost. The bound captures the key idea that the Gaussian observation noise always results in This work was supported by a Samsung Fellowhsip and the National Science Foundation: 0403427, 0729122, 0917212, 0932410. All authors are with the EECS Department at UC Berkeley. 1 A more information-theoretic approach is taken in [22] and its journal version [10] by combining generalized sphere-packing ideas from [23] with the bound from [9] . While that approach gives better constants, it obscures the core reason for difficulty in the scalar case. . some probability of getting confused even between only two points. This is why the quantize-to-the-nearest-lattice-point strategy of [8] does essentially as well as can be expected.
Although the proof given here is for the traditional Gaussian distribution for the initial state, it is easily extended to any distribution that has a Reimann-integrable part to it.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
• The initial state X 0 is distributed as N 0, σ 2 0 .
• The state evolves as:
• The outputs observed by the controllers:
where W ∼ N (0, 1) is an additive Gaussian noise that is independent of X 0 . The control signals U 1 and U 2 must be measurable functions of Y 1 and Y 2 respectively:
• The control objective is to minimize an expected quadratic cost, averaged over the random X 0 and W.
where
. Given a control strategy, the expected costs are a function of the problem parameters k and σ 0 . Let This section proves the main result: linear strategies and the nonlinear quantization-based strategy of [8] can uniformly achieve a cost within a constant factor for all the problem parameters σ 0 and k.
In the quantization-based scheme of [8] , the control U 1 quantizes X 0 to the nearest point on the uniform lattice {. . . , −2B, −B, 0, +B, +2B, . . .}, resulting in X 1 that is quantized X 0 . The second controller simply picks U 2 as the lattice point closest to Y 2 . The following function helps us bound the costs attained by this strategy.
We prove the theorem by providing upper and lower bounds and showing that their ratio is bounded. We need the following standard lemma from [24] .
du. Then,
A. Upper bound on the optimal cost Theorem 2: The total average cost for the Witsenhausen counterexample is bounded bȳ
Proof: The first term is achievable using simple zero-
The second term is achievable by zero-input and linear MMSE estimation, i.e.
The last term is achieved by the quantization-based strategy (see [8, Eq.(10) , (11)]) with lattice spacing B:
To bound the second stage cost, denote the probability that the second controller makes an n-point quantization error by
Since we are free to choose the quantization interval B, assume
2 . Now, for the second stage cost,
. Together with the fact that the first stage cost is upper bounded by k 2 B 2 4 (since quantization only has to move the probability mass by at most B 2 in either direction), we havē
B. Lower bound on the optimal cost
This section is the technical heart of the paper. But before we can prove a new lower bound for Witsenhausen's counterexample, we need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 2: For positive real numbers d, w > 0 and a real number c, let K and L be two sets in R such that
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Define a random variable X such that Pr (X ∈ K) = Pr (X ∈ L) = 1 2 , and its noisy observation Y = X + N where N is an independent N (0, 1) random variable.
Then, the MMSE of X given Y is lower bounded
and (·)
Using this fact, the MMSE (4) . Now, we are ready to prove a lower bound on the optimal cost. However, to make it work, it is conceptually simpler to work with a uniform random variable for the initial state. The trick is to give an appropriate "backstory" to this Gaussian random variable that involves a uniform random variable in a critical way. A version of this same trick was used in [25] , [26] . The backstory is illustrated in Figure 2 .
We interpret X 0 as a convex combination of three random variables X −11 , X −13 (a small annoying subset of the uniform part that represents the boundary), and X −2 (the non-uniform part of X 0 ). Our bound pretends the cost is zero on the total probability mass in X −2 and X −13 . X −11 is the uniform part that is of interest. We partition the real line into two sets:
When the realization of X −11 lies in E 1 , it will be distorted to its counterpart that lies in E 2 with probability 1 2 , and vice versa. This distorted version of X −11 is given to the second controller as side information. Therefore, the
only randomness left at the second controller is X −12 and Lemma 2 allows the MMSE error to be lower bounded.
Theorem 3: For σ 2 0 ≥ 1,
Proof: We write the Gaussian random variable X 0 as a function of three random variables X −1 , X −2 , X −3 . The random variable X −1 is again written as a function of X −11 , X −12 , X −13 , X −14 . Define a scalar p u and a function β(x) as
and set A and A are defined as
The dependence of β(x), A, and A on B is suppressed.
Since the distance between x and x + β(x) is B, the Lebesgue measure of A is lower bounded by
The laws for independent random variables X −2 , X −3 , X −11 , X −12 , X −13 , and X −14 are given as: (f is used for density functions)
An upper bound on the Lebesgue measure of B can be derived as follows:
Using the above facts, a lower bound on |D| is given by 
A genie provides X −11 , X −13 , X −14 , X −2 , X −3 to the second controller. For this genie aided control action γ
(k): Conditioned on the given event X 0 is either X −11 or X −11 + β (X −11 ) with probability 1 2 each, and X −11 ∈ D tells that |γ 1 (·) | at both points is less than 4 √ P . Thus, Lemma 2 justifies the inequality. 100 . Then,
When
100 , substituting B = 12 , 50 .
Note that if the minimization of the third term in (16) is infeasible, it is ∞ by default.
C. Proof of Theorem 1
To prove that the two bounds track each other, we need some technical lemmas about m k (a, b, c). The following lemma shows that m k (a, b, c) and m k (1, 1, 1) are within a constant factor of each other regardless of k. WeCIn3.2
